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We present calculated surface and interstitial transition barriers for Ti, O, O2, TiO, and TiO2 atoms and
clusters at the rutile 110 surface. Defect structures involving these small clusters, including adcluster and
interstitial binding sites, were calculated by energy minimization using density-functional theory DFT. Tran-
sition energies between these defect sites were calculated using the NEB method. Additionally, a modified
SMB-Q charge equilibration empirical potential and a fixed-charge empirical potential were used for a com-
parison of the transition energy barriers. Barriers of 1.2–3.5 eV were found for all studied small cluster
transitions upon the surface except for transitions involving O2. By contrast, the O2 diffusion barriers along the
001 direction upon the surface are only 0.13 eV. The QEq charge equilibration model gave mixed agreement
with the DFT calculations, with the barriers ranging between 0.8 and 5.8 eV.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.80.235308 PACS numbers: 68.43.Jk, 68.43.Mn, 68.35.Fx, 68.55.ag
I. INTRODUCTION
TiO2 is a wide band-gap metal oxide with a large number
of uses.1 Under normal conditions, its most stable form is the
rutile polymorph. In addition to being useful as an optical
coating, rutile can also be found as a substrate in Graetzel-
type solar cells2 and in various photocatalytic applications.3–5
Modern industrial windows and windshields are typically
manufactured with optical and mechanical coatings com-
posed of several oxide thin-film layers deposited on a glass
or polymer surface.6 These thin films include ZnO, Ag, and
the anatase and rutile polymorphs of TiO2. Each layer per-
forms a different function, for example, to obtain antireflec-
tion or antiscratching properties. One important function of
the anatase and rutile layers is to provide “self-cleaning”
properties to the glass surface.7,8 This interesting property is
derived from the catalytic ability of anatase in particular to
degrade adsorbed hydrocarbon molecules combined with the
photoinduced hydrophilicity of the surface, which allows
wetting of the surface by a water layer. This hydrophilicity
prevents water droplet formation providing an antifogging
property to the glass.8 Rutile thin films have a high refractive
index9 and are therefore useful for providing antireflective
properties to the glass. In order to achieve high deposition
rates and smooth surfaces, functional coatings are typically
deposited via magnetron sputtering.8 Currently we lack a
good theoretical understanding of the main growth mecha-
nism of rutile thin films by deposition of small titanium-
oxygen clusters. In addition most dynamical growth models
use empirical potentials since the calculations are generally
too lengthy for ab initio techniques. However, ab initio
methods can be used in a more limited way to determine the
main transition barriers and bonding sites for the clusters on
a surface. If the general trends of the ab initio calculations
are reflected by the empirical models this gives some confi-
dence that the empirical models can be used for the more
time-consuming dynamical growth simulations. This is one
of the main purposes behind the work described here.
The 110 rutile surface is the most thermodynamically
stable surface10 of TiO2. The unreconstructed surface has
typically been examined in prior literature. This surface is
composed of a series of parallel two-coordinated oxygen
rows separated by “trenches.” Along the two-coordinated
oxygen rows, beneath and between the two-coordinated oxy-
gen atoms, are a series of six-coordinated surface titanium
atoms. Although these titanium atoms are fully coordinated,
they are close enough to the surface that they have important
effects on the surface chemistry of adsorption. The trenches
are nearly flat areas of the surface that are composed of a
network of five-coordinated surface titanium atoms and
three-coordinated surface oxygen atoms.
The kinetics of rutile 110 surface growth has been
studied via variable-temperature scanning tunneling
microscopy.11,12 The observations showed that the rutile
110 surface grows by combination of gas-phase oxygen
with mobile interstitial Ti3+ ions from the bulk. The diffusion
and reaction of titanium interstitials with adsorbed oxygen
have been examined theoretically,13 and it was found that the
energy barriers for Ti interstitial diffusion and reaction were
0.75 and 1.2 eV, respectively. It is our goal to examine theo-
retically the detailed growth mechanism of the rutile 110
surface, and in this report on the process we present a sys-
tematic examination of various small cluster transition barri-
ers upon the rutile 110 surface and within the first subsur-
face layer.
II. METHODOLOGY
Three different methodologies were used for the calcula-
tions reported here. The first method is a quantum-
mechanical ab initio approach while the other two are a
fixed-charge and a variable charge empirical potential model.
Transition pathways were located using the nudged elastic
band NEB technique14,15 and the climbing image nudged
elastic band technique.16
The ab initio calculations were performed using the
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PLATO Package for Linear Combination of Atomic Orbitals
suite of programs.17 During testing, it was found that the
local-density approximation LDA resulted in superior sur-
face energy predictions than the available Perdew-Burke-
Ernzerhof generalized gradient approximation functional. As
a result, these were done using the LDA functional, with
pseudopotentials18 and a triple numeric set of atom-centered
basis functions with double polarization. The calculations in-
cluded semicore electrons on the titanium atoms. In total, the
titanium basis set was composed of four s functions, three
sets of p functions, and three sets of d functions. These
atomiclike basis functions were derived from atomic SCF
calculations for neutral Ti, as well as Ti2+ and Ti4+. The
oxygen basis set was composed of three s functions, three
sets of p functions, and two sets of d functions derived from
atomic SCF calculations for neutral O, O2+, and O4+.
The calculations were carried out using periodic boundary
conditions. The supercell contained a slab of rutile with two
unreconstructed 110 surfaces. The slab had dimensions of
412 tetragonal 110 surface unit cells for a total of 96
atoms. The bottom half of the atoms in the cell were held
fixed as this makes the surface energy converge quicker. Ex-
haustive tests were carried out both changing the surface area
and depth until the optimum size was found. The tests
showed that the results converged to within 5% with respect
to both slab thickness and lateral dimension. A Monkhorst-
Pack mesh of k points was used of dimensions 121.
These ab initio calculations were compared to calcula-
tions using two empirical potentials. This was done in order
to verify and improve the accuracy of these empirical poten-
tials for potential use in future molecular-dynamics MD
simulations. It would be desirable to have the ability to
model accurately and cheaply sputter deposition by simulat-
ing cluster impact processes using an empirical potential.
Most of the empirical potential calculations were performed
using the QEq variable charge equilibration scheme.19–22
This potential combines the QEq charge equilibration
scheme originally proposed by Rappe and Goddard23 with
short-range potentials for the Ti-O and O-O interactions. The
QEq component of the potential adjusts the ionic charges in
order to minimize the sum of the ionic self-energies and a
screened Coulombic energy. The ionic self-energies are qua-
dratic with respect to the ionic charge with parameters re-
lated to the electronegativity and electronic hardness of the
element. The Ti-O short-range interaction is based on the
second moment approximation of the tight-binding approach,
which helps treat the mixed ionocovalent character of the
metal-oxygen bonds within insulating oxides.24
The QEq atomic charges were calculated by an iterative
minimization of the QEq energy with respect to the atomic
charges using a conjugate gradient algorithm. The screened
Coulombic energies and forces were calculated by using
Ewald summation to determine the regular Coulombic ener-
gies and forces followed by the subtraction of Coulombic
contributions of neighbors within the screening cutoff. The
screened Coulombic interactions due to the neighbors, calcu-
lated by cubic spline interpolation, were then added to obtain
the total screened Coulombic energies and forces. For the
calculations involving TiO2 clusters, additional calculations
were performed using the fixed-charge empirical model of
Matsui and Akaogi.25
The nudged elastic band method15 was used to calculate
each transition pathway as a series of geometric images. In
all calculations performed in this paper, a total of ten NEB
images were used including the initial and final images of
each transition. The climbing image nudged elastic band
method16 was used in the case of the calculations involving
the empirical potentials, while the regular nudged elastic
band method was used for the density-functional theory
DFT calculations.
III. RESULTS
A. Titanium adatom
There are two adsorption sites for the titanium atom on
the rutile 110 surface. The “upper hollow” site in Fig. 1a
has the adsorbed titanium atom bound to two adjacent two-
coordinated oxygen atoms and one three-coordinated oxygen
atom. The “lower hollow” site in Fig. 1b has the adsorbed
titanium atom bound to two three-coordinated oxygen atoms
and one two-coordinated oxygen atom. The upper hollow
adsorption site was calculated by DFT to have a net binding
energy of −4.95 eV relative to the system composed of a
free titanium atom in vacuum plus a perfect rutile 110 sur-
face. The relative energies of these binding sites, as calcu-
lated by DFT and the QEq model, are given in Table I. The
reason that the Ti site II interstitial is higher in energy than
the Ti site I is likely due to the fact that in site II the Ti
interstitial bonds to two surface O atoms, whereas in site I it
bonds to only one. The surface O atoms have less charge,
thus, making site I more favorable.
The arrows in Fig. 1 show the calculated transitions with
their corresponding DFT activation barriers. The activation
barriers as calculated by DFT and the QEq model are given
in Table II. There is a short transition from upper hollow to
lower hollow, shown in Fig. 1a, and the profile for this
transition is shown in Fig. 2a. From the upper hollow site,
the titanium atom can also hop along the 11¯0 direction
ending at an adjacent upper hollow position. There are two
I
1.2eV
1.5eV
2.9eV
0.00eV
II
0.6eV
0.91eV
3.0eV
(b)(a)
FIG. 1. Color online The diagrams show the adsorbed titanium
atom as shown looking down perpendicular to the 110 surface.
The red atoms are oxygen, while the blue atoms are titanium. The
horizontal rows of larger oxygen atoms represent the surface rows
of two-coordinated oxygen atoms. In a, the adsorbed titanium
atom is shown in the upper hollow site site I, while in b, it is
shown in the lower hollow site site II. The arrows represent the
various transitions available to the adatom in these adsorption sites.
The energies correspond to the DFT activation barriers for each
transition.
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ways this can occur, both of which are illustrated in Fig. 1a.
In the first type of transition 1.2 eV the titanium atom can
hop over the adjacent two-coordinated oxygen row ending at
the upper hollow site on the other side of the same row. The
second type of upper hollow–upper hollow transition 2.9
eV has the titanium adatom move in the opposite direction
toward an adjacent row of two-coordinated oxygen atoms.
There is also a corresponding lower hollow–lower hollow
transition, where the Ti in the lower hollow site moves across
the trench to the opposite lower hollow site 3.0 eV shown
in Fig. 1b.
B. Titanium interstitial
There are two unique interstitial sites for the titanium
atom within the first layer beneath the 110 surface both
illustrated in Fig. 3. The interstitial titanium atom is six co-
ordinated at both sites, with the neighboring oxygen atoms in
an octahedral arrangement around the interstitial titanium. In
the first site, Ti-iI, one of the six neighboring oxygen atoms
is within the surface layer. In the Ti-iII site, two of the neigh-
boring oxygen atoms are within the surface layer. Within the
rutile bulk, these two interstitial sites are symmetrically
equivalent, however, here the presence of the surface differ-
entiates them. The relative energies of these binding sites, as
calculated by DFT and the QEq model, are given in Table I.
The Ti-iI interstitial can be formed from the upper hollow
adatom as shown in Fig. 3. During this process, the adatom
pushes the nearest six-coordinated titanium surface atom into
the Ti-iI interstitial site. In the process, the adatom moves
into the six-coordinated titanium surface site replacing the
titanium which has now become the interstitial atom. The
Ti-iII interstitial can be formed from the lower hollow ada-
tom, in a similar process to that of Ti-iI, which is also shown
in Fig. 3. In this case, the lower hollow adatom pushes the
nearest five-coordinated titanium surface atom into a Ti-iII
interstitial site while moving into the previously occupied
five-coordinated titanium surface site. A Ti-iI interstitial can
move into a Ti-iII site by simple displacement along the 0 0
1 direction and vice versa. The energy profile for this tran-
sition is shown in Fig. 2b. The probable reason why the
replacement mechanism is lower in energy than direct migra-
tion of the Ti interstitial to the surface is because fewer
bonds are broken and there is less strain in the transition.
Table II shows that there is one transition where the QEq
model disagrees substantially with the DFT results. This is
the case of the adatom Ti moving to an interstitial position
via a replacement mechanism, although in both cases the Ti
interstitial forms a lower energy structure than the adatom.
The QEq model gives a barrier of 0.47 eV compared to 1.76
eV for DFT for the Ti lower hollow–Ti-iII transition, and
0.85 eV compared to 1.60 eV for DFT. Similar values are
also obtained for the direct transition without replacement.
C. Oxygen adatom
There are two adsorption sites for an oxygen adatom on
the rutile 110 surface. In the first site, O-I, the oxygen atom
bonds to a two-coordinated oxygen atom within the surface
and forms an adsorbed dioxygen unit. In this adsorption site,
shown in Fig. 4a, the two atoms are then located symmetri-
cally with respect to the 11¯0 plane. This oxygen adatom
binding site was calculated to have a net DFT binding energy
of 3.30 eV relative to the free atom and perfect surface. The
O-O distance between the two symmetrically equivalent at-
oms was calculated to be 1.416 Å, which is significantly
longer than the O2 bond length of 1.225 Å calculated with
the same methodology. A Bader analysis26,27 was performed
on this system to investigate further the nature of the O2 unit.
The results of this investigation are summarized in Table III.
The Bader charge on each of the oxygen atoms was found to
be −0.42e, with no spin density. The reason for this level of
charge on the O adatom is that when it bonds to a surface O
atom, each O atom in the dimer forms a bond with the neigh-
boring surface Ti atom. This is also quite different from the
TABLE I. The relative energies of each of the binding sites for the Ti adatom, O adatom, TiO adcluster,
and TiO2 adcluster as calculated by DFT and the QEq variable charge potential, respectively. For each type
of cluster, the energies are given in eV, relative to the lowest-energy binding site.
Binding site
Relative DFT energy
eV
Relative QEq energy
eV
Relative fixed-charge energy
eV
Ti upper hollow 1.91 2.20
Ti lower hollow 2.82 2.68
Ti-I interstitial 0.00 0.00
Ti-II interstitial 0.26 0.08
O-I 0.00
O-II 1.44
TiO-I 0.00 0.24
TiO-II 0.61 0.00
TiO-III 0.85 0.77
TiO-IV 1.32 0.56
TiO2-I 0.00 0.00 0.00
TiO2-II 1.11 0.44 1.08
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oxygen atoms of an isolated O2 molecule, which of course
have zero charge and an atomic spin of 0.5. Additionally, the
Laplacian of the electronic charge density at the bonding
critical point was calculated to be 0.24. Because this is a
positive value, this indicates that the O-O bond is actually a
“closed-shell” interaction rather than a covalent bond. The
Laplacian is −0.33 negative, indicating a covalent bond for
the dioxygen molecule in vacuum using the same DFT meth-
odology. Because the QEq potential lacks an attractive O-O
term, using only a repulsive Buckingham potential, it is not
possible to obtain the O-I defect state with the QEq potential
without some modification to account for the O-O attractive
interaction.
The second site, O-II, has the oxygen atom adsorbed mid-
way between two rows of two-coordinated surface oxygen
atoms. The O-II site is located slightly off-center above a
five-coordinated surface titanium atom. It is displaced along
the 0 0 1 direction by 0.62 Å and is shown in Fig. 4b.
The QEq model, on the other hand, predicts that this O-II
adsorption site is actually centered precisely above the five-
coordinated surface titanium atom. The relative energies of
these binding sites, as calculated by DFT and the QEq
model, are given in Table I.
The O-II configuration can be formed from an O-I adatom
by pulling one of the two oxygen atoms within the adsorbed
dioxygen unit away from the two-coordinated oxygen row
and into the middle of the trench as shown in Fig. 4a. Once
in the O-II adsorption site, the oxygen atom can translate
along the 0 0 1 direction, to the neighboring equivalent
O-II sites, as shown in Fig. 4b. The O-II-IIa transition in
the direction of the nearest five-coordinated surface titanium
TABLE II. The calculated energy barriers of each of the transi-
tions. Barriers are given in eV for the DFT and the QEq potential
calculations.
Transition
Energy barrier
eV
Fixed chargeDFT QEq
Ti upper-lower hollow 1.52 1.11
Ti lower-upper hollow 0.61 0.63
Ti upper hollow-iI 1.60 0.85
Ti iI-upper hollow 3.51 3.05
Ti lower hollow-iII 1.76 0.47
Ti iII-lower hollow 4.36 3.08
Ti iI-iII 1.23 0.75
Ti iII-iI 0.97 0.67
Ti upper hollow–upper hollow a 1.20 1.27
Ti upper hollow–upper hollow b 2.90 2.71
Ti lower hollow–lower hollow 3.00 2.92
O-I to O-I 2.51
O-I to O-II 2.34
O-II to O-I 0.90
O-II to O-II 0.29 0.78
TiO-I to TiO-Ia 0.70 0.46
TiO-I to TiO-II 0.63 0.21
TiO-II to TiO-I 0.02 0.43
TiO-I to TiO-III 1.12 0.63
TiO-III to TiO-I 0.27 0.11
TiO-II to TiO-IIa 1.34 1.08
TiO-II to TiO-IIb 3.50 3.14
TiO-II to TiO-IV 1.48 1.01
TiO-IV to TiO-II 0.78 0.45
TiO-III to TiO-IV 0.56 0.02
TiO-IV to TiO-III 0.01 0.31
TiO2-I to TiO2-Ia 3.26 2.10 2.90
TiO2-I to TiO2-Ib 2.96 2.01 2.60
TiO2-I to TiO2-Ic 5.03 2.34 5.67
TiO2-I to TiO2-II 1.27 0.51 1.57
TiO2-II to TiO2-I 0.17 0.07 0.49
TiO2-II to TiO2-IIa 1.37 0.59 0.25
TiO2-II to TiO2-IIb 3.51 0.79 0.99
O2-I to O2-Ia 0.13
O2-I to O2-Ib 0.11
O2-I to O2-Ic 0.36
(b)(a)
(c) (d)
(f)(e)
(g) (h)
FIG. 2. Color online Transition pathway graphs of energy ver-
sus reaction coordinate for a Ti upper hollow to Ti lower hollow,
b Ti-iI to Ti-iII, c O-II to O-II, d TiO-IV to TiO-III, and e
TiO-II to TiO-I, f TiO2-I to TiO2-Ib and g TiO2-I to TiO2-II, and
h O2-I to O2-Ia. The energy is measured in eV relative to the
starting configuration, while the reaction coordinate is measured as
the Euclidean norm of the displacement of each system image from
the initial configuration as measured in angstroms.
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atom has a barrier of 0.29 eV. The O-II-IIb transition in the
opposite direction has a negligible barrier less than 0.02
eV. Combined, these two transitions give an effective DFT
transition barrier of 0.29 eV for translation of the O adatom
along the 0 0 1 direction. Because the QEq model predicts
that the O-II adsorption site is directly above a surface five-
coordinated titanium atom, rather than off-center, the same
effective transition can occur with only a single step. The
energy profile for this combined transition is shown in Fig.
2c with the barrier significantly higher than the DFT one.
An adsorbed oxygen atom in the O-I site can move to an
adjacent O-I site by dissociating from the dioxygen unit,
moving along the 0 0 1 axis, and bonding with a neighbor-
ing two-coordinated oxygen atom within the same row 2.5
eV, as shown in Fig. 4a. The activation barriers as calcu-
lated by DFT and the QEq model are given in Table II.
D. TiO adcluster
The TiO cluster has four unique binding sites on the rutile
110 surface shown in Fig. 5. The relative energies of these
sites as calculated by both DFT and the QEq model are
shown in Table I. The TiO-I site has the titanium atom lo-
cated in the upper hollow site, while the oxygen atom is
located above a five-coordinated surface titanium atom. The
TiO-II site also has the titanium atom situated in the upper
hollow site, but in this case the cluster oxygen atom is
pointed up, away from the rutile surface. Again the QEq
model is seen to favor the site with the O atom pointing
away from the surface while the DFT results indicate the
opposite result. The relative energies of these binding sites,
as calculated by DFT and the QEq model, are given in Table
I.
According to DFT, the TiO-II was calculated to have an
energy 0.61 eV above the TiO-I site; however, the QEq
model predicts that this configuration has an energy 0.24 eV
below that of the TiO-I site. The TiO-III site has the cluster
titanium atom located in the lower hollow site, while the
cluster oxygen atom is located above a five-coordinated sur-
face titanium atom. The final structure, TiO-IV, has the clus-
ter titanium atom located in a lower hollow site, with the
oxygen pointed up away from the rutile surface.
As shown in Fig. 5a, the TiO-I cluster can move into an
equivalent TiO-I binding site simply by shifting the cluster
oxygen atom from one five-coordinated surface titanium
atom to the next one over. The TiO-I cluster can also shift
into the TiO-II binding configuration by allowing the cluster
oxygen atom to move up away from the surface. As shown in
I2.5eV
II
2.3eV
0.00eV
I
II
1.44eV
I
0.95eV
II
0.29eV
(b)(a)
FIG. 4. Color online a shows the oxygen adsorption site I,
while b shows the oxygen adsorption site II. Both figures are
viewed from directly above the 110 surface. The color scheme is
the same as in previous diagrams. The horizontal rows of larger
oxygen atoms represent the surface rows of two-coordinated oxy-
gen atoms. The arrows represent the various transitions available to
the adatoms in these adsorption sites. The energies correspond to
the DFT activation barriers for each transition.
iI iII
FIG. 3. Color online The diagram shows titanium interstitial
site I left and titanium interstitial site II right. The color scheme
is the same as in previous diagrams. The interstitial titanium atom is
shown in yellow. The top diagrams show the interstitial sites from
along the 11¯0 direction. The bottom diagrams show the interstitial
sites viewed from directly above the 1 1 0 surface. In the bottom
diagrams, the horizontal dashed line indicates the row of surface
two-coordinated atoms. In the bottom left figure, the arrows indi-
cate the movement of atoms during the Ti-iI to Ti-upper hollow
transition via the replacement mechanism. The solid arrow indicates
the movement of the initial interstitial atom, while the dotted arrow
indicates the movement of the replaced titanium atom, which be-
comes the final adsorbed atom. In the bottom right figure, similar
arrows indicate the movement of atoms during the Ti-iII to Ti-lower
hollow transition via the replacement mechanism.
TABLE III. The bond lengths, Bader atomic charges, Bader atomic spins, and the Laplacian of the
electronic charge density at the bond critical points BCPs are listed here for O2 in vacuum, the O2-I
admolecule, and the O-I dioxygen unit.
System
O-O bond length
Å Bader charge e Bader spin 2BCP ea0−5
O2 in vacuum 1.234 0.0 0.5 −0.33
O2-I dioxygen 1.225 0.08, −0.06 0.52, 0.45 −0.39
O-I dioxygen 1.416 −0.42 0.0 0.24
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Fig. 5c, the TiO-III configuration can change to the TiO-IV
configuration by similarly lifting the cluster oxygen atom
away from the rutile surface.
The following transitions are shown in Fig. 5b. The TiO
cluster can hop from the TiO-II to the TiO-IV binding site
1.5 eV similarly to the Ti upper hollow–lower hollow tran-
sition mentioned previously. The TiO-II adcluster can also
hop into a neighboring equivalent TiO-II site via two path-
ways. The first pathway, TiO-II-IIa, has the titanium atom
hopping over the two-coordinated oxygen row onto the op-
posite side of the same row along the 11¯0 direction. The
second pathway, TiO-II-IIb, has the titanium atom hopping in
the opposite direction along the 11¯0 direction to bind
alongside a neighboring two-coordinated oxygen row. Barri-
ers for these transitions can be found in Table II.
The following transitions are shown in Fig. 5d. The
TiO-IV cluster can hop to an adjacent TiO-IV site in a simi-
lar way to the TiO-II-IIb transition. The cluster hops from
one two-coordinated oxygen row to a neighboring row
across the trench in the 11¯0 direction. During all of the
transitions involving the TiO-II and TiO-IV adcluster, the
oxygen atom stays pointed essentially in the opposite direc-
tion from the three surface oxygen atoms to which the ad-
cluster titanium is bound. There is reasonable agreement for
the barriers between DFT and QEq, except for the TiO-II to
TiO-I transition, and the TiO-III to TiO-IV transition, where
the relative magnitudes of the barriers are reversed see Table
II.
E. TiO2 adcluster
The TiO2 cluster is composed of a central titanium atom,
which is bound to two oxygen atoms in a bent triatomic
geometry. The isolated cluster has an O-Ti-O bond angle of
108.5°.
The TiO2 cluster has two unique binding sites on the
rutile 110 surface. The first binding site, TiO2-I, has the
titanium atom located in an upper hollow adatom binding
site with the two cluster oxygen atoms resting almost directly
above two five-coordinated surface titanium atoms. This site,
shown in Fig. 6a, has a net DFT binding energy of
−6.51 eV relative to the free cluster in vacuum and the per-
fect surface. The second binding site, TiO2-II, is similar to
TiO2-I except one of the cluster oxygen atoms is pointed
upward directly away from the rutile surface. It is shown in
Fig. 6b. The relative energies of these binding sites as cal-
culated by DFT, QEq model, and the Matsui fixed-charge
model are given in Table I.
As shown in Fig. 6a, the TiO2-I adcluster can move into
equivalent TiO2-I sites in three different ways. In the
TiO2-I-Ia transition, the adcluster essentially translates along
the 0 0 1 direction into a neighboring TiO2-I binding site.
In the TiO2-I-Ib transition, the adcluster titanium atom
moves across a trench in the 11¯0 direction ending at an
equivalent binding site on a neighboring two-coordinated
oxygen atom row. During the course of this transition, the
adcluster O-Ti-O angle increases to 180° at the transition
midpoint, then decreases to its original value at the final state
which is equivalent to the initial state. The QEq model
predicts that the midpoint of this transition is itself an energy
minimum. This is probably due to the fact that the geometry
at this midpoint places the two oxygen atoms above two
five-coordinated surface titanium atoms and the central tita-
nium atom between two surface oxygen atoms. Electrostati-
cally, this is favorable for the QEq model which, unlike DFT,
does not take into account the bent bond angle preference of
the TiO2 unit. Thus, although the TiO2 binding to the surface
can be understood in terms of electrostatics, the transitions
cannot be, as electrostatics would not predict a bent TiO2
unit.
0.70eV
0.00eV
I 0.63eV
II
(b)(a)
0.85eV
III
0.54eV
IV
(c) (d)
FIG. 5. Color online a The TiO adsorption site I. b The TiO
adsorption site II. c The TiO adsorption site III. d The TiO
adsorption site IV. All figures are viewed from directly above the
110 surface. The color scheme is the same as in previous dia-
grams. The horizontal rows of larger oxygen atoms represent the
surface rows of two-coordinated oxygen atoms. The arrows repre-
sent the various transitions available to the TiO clusters in these
adsorption sites. The energies correspond to the DFT activation
barriers for each transition.
3.3eV
2.96eV
5.0eV
0.00eV
II 0.18eV
1.5eV
1.1eV(b)(a)
FIG. 6. Color online a The TiO2 adsorption site I. b The
TiO2 adsorption site II. Both figures are viewed from directly above
the 110 surface. The color scheme is the same as in previous
diagrams. The horizontal rows of larger oxygen atoms represent the
surface rows of two-coordinated oxygen atoms. The arrows repre-
sent the various transitions available to the TiO2 clusters in these
adsorption sites. The energies correspond to the DFT activation
barriers for each transition.
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In the TiO2-I-Ic transition, the adcluster titanium atom
hops over the two-coordinated oxygen row in the 11¯0 di-
rection into an equivalent site on the opposite side of the
same row. Throughout this transition, the two adcluster oxy-
gen atoms are lifted up away from the surface and move in a
semicircular pattern finally ending almost directly above two
five-coordinated titanium atoms on the other side of the two-
coordinated oxygen row as shown in Fig. 2f.
Also shown in Fig. 6a, the TiO2-I adcluster can move
into the TiO2-II binding position by essentially rotating about
one of its Ti-O bond axes. The other adcluster oxygen atom
then moves up, away from the rutile surface until it is located
almost directly above the adcluster titanium atom, pointed
almost directly away from the rutile surface, as shown in Fig.
2g.
As shown in Fig. 6b, the TiO2-II adcluster can move
into an equivalent TiO2-II binding site in one of two different
ways. During the TiO2-II-IIa transition, the adcluster essen-
tially rotates about the Ti-O axis that is pointed away from
the surface. In this way, the lower adcluster oxygen atom
moves from being directly above one five-coordinated sur-
face titanium atom to the neighboring five-coordinated sur-
face titanium atom. The adcluster titanium and the other oxy-
gen atom do not shift very much from their initial positions.
During the TiO2-II-IIb transition, the adcluster titanium
hops in the 11¯0 direction, over the two-coordinated oxygen
atom row, into an equivalent binding position on the opposite
side of the same two-coordinated oxygen row. During this
process, the adcluster oxygen atom initially pointed away
from the surface binds to a five-coordinated surface titanium
atom on the other side of the two-coordinated oxygen row.
Also, the other adcluster oxygen, initially bound to a five-
coordinated surface titanium, ends up pointed away from the
rutile surface. The activation barriers as calculated by DFT,
the QEq model, and the fixed-charge Matsui model are given
in Table II. For the TiO2 cluster, the QEq model gives lower
energy barriers than both the DFT and the fixed-charge
model. This is mainly due to an underestimate of the charge
on the TiO2 cluster in the QEq model.
F. O2 adcluster
The O2 adcluster has one binding site of interest illus-
trated in Figs. 7a and 7b. Other binding configurations
were found, but they were calculated to be at least 2 eV
above this minimum energy configuration and will not be
discussed here. In the O2-I binding site, one of the dioxygen
atoms bound to a five-coordinated titanium atom within the
rutile surface, with the other oxygen atom pointed somewhat
away from the surface, such that the O-O-Ti bond angle is
126.5°. This binding site has a net DFT binding energy of
0.49 eV relative to the isolated dioxygen molecule and the
perfect surface. The O-O distance within the adsorbed mol-
ecule is 1.225 Å, which compares well with the isolated O2
bond distance of 1.234 Å. A Bader analysis see Table III
indicated that the upper of the two O2 oxygen atoms had an
atomic charge of 0.08e, while the lower oxygen atom had a
charge of −0.06e. The atomic spin densities of the two atoms
were 0.52 and 0.45, respectively. The Laplacian of the elec-
tronic charge density at the O-O bond critical point was
−0.39. All of these values compare quite well with the cor-
responding values calculated for the isolated O2 molecule
with the same DFT methodology. This provides good evi-
dence that the adsorbed O2 admolecule in site O-I can be
considered chemically similar to the O2 gas molecule. Thus,
although the surface bonding of the O2 admolecule is weak
there is a small amount of charge transfer that would give
rise to some ionic bonding. There may also be some element
of covalency but with such weak bonding it is not possible to
determine this.
Unfortunately, no calculations could be performed on ad-
sorbed O2 using either the QEq potential or the Matsui po-
tential. The QEq potential will not model this system prop-
erly, because it lacks an attractive O-O potential of any kind,
instead relying only on a repulsive Buckingham potential to
keep oxygen atoms from closely approaching each other.
This means that O2 cannot be formed with this potential,
either in isolation or adsorbed onto a surface. The Matsui
potential cannot be used here either because the system is not
stoichiometric. The relative energies of these binding sites as
calculated by DFT are given in Table I.
As shown in Fig. 7b, the O2 cluster can hop along the 0
0 1 direction from one binding site to the next equivalent
site via a two-step process. During the first step, O2-I-Ia, the
upper adcluster oxygen atom bends toward the surface and
bonds with a neighboring five-coordinated surface titanium
atom, while the lower adcluster oxygen atom breaks its bond
with the underlying five-coordinated titanium atom and
moves up away from the surface in effect becoming the
upper oxygen atom on the new adsorption site. In this way,
the final state has the adcluster pointing at an equivalent
126.5° angle from the surface but in the opposite direction
along the 0 0 1 direction. This transition has a barrier of
0.13 eV as calculated in Fig. 2h with the transition de-
scribed in Fig. 7b. The second half of the two-step process,
O2-I-Ib, is a simple bend of the upper adcluster oxygen atom
such that the dioxygen molecule is bent in the original direc-
tion before the O2-I-Ia transition occurred. By alternating
between transitions O2-I-Ia and O2-I-Ib, the adsorbed dioxy-
gen can essentially “tumble” along the center of the surface
trench in the 0 0 1 direction. The activation barriers as
calculated by DFT are given in Table II.
0.35eV
I
0.35eV
0.13eV
0.11eV
(b)(a)
FIG. 7. Color online a and b show the O2 adsorption site.
a shows it from the 1 1 0 direction, while b shows it from the
0 0 1 direction. The color scheme is the same as in previous
diagrams. The horizontal rows of larger oxygen atoms in a repre-
sent the surface rows of two-coordinated oxygen atoms. The arrows
represent the various transitions available to the O2 cluster. The
energies correspond to the DFT activation barriers for each
transition.
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A second mechanism for O2 diffusion involves a similar
procedure except that the first step occurs somewhat differ-
ently. In this O2-I-Ic transition, shown in Figs. 7a and 7b,
the bottom oxygen atom in the adsorbed dioxygen instead
hops from one five-coordinated titanium to the next, while
the upper oxygen atom shifts position only slightly. By alter-
nating between the O2-I-Ic and O2-I-Ib transitions, the dioxy-
gen molecules can “walk” along the center of the surface
trench in the 0 0 1 direction. This has an energy barrier of
0.35 eV shown in Fig. 7a.
G. Atomic charges
Atomic charges were calculated using the densities ob-
tained from the DFT calculations for comparison with the
atomic charges calculated from the QEq scheme. The QEq
was found to generally overestimate the charge transfer for
atoms in the adsorbed clusters as well as the surfaces and the
bulk. For example, the bulk oxygen charge was calculated to
be −0.92 according to the DFT Bader analysis and −1.29
according to the QEq scheme. Within the TiO-I system, the
adcluster oxygen atom has a Bader charge of −0.80, while
the QEq scheme gives a charge of −0.93. The TiO-I titanium
atom has a Bader charge of 0.98, while the QEq scheme
gives a charge of 2.01. The bridging oxygen nearest to the
adcluster has a Bader charge of −0.98 and a QEq charge of
−1.20.
The oxygen charge discrepancy between the Bader and
QEq charges amounts to 0.37 for the bulk, 0.22 for the bridg-
ing oxygen nearest the TiO-I adcluster, and 0.13 for the ad-
cluster oxygen. Generally, the higher the coordination of the
atom, the worse the QEq scheme approximates its Bader
charge. This implies that the charge at the minimum of the
self-energy function is nearly correct, but the hardness is too
small, resulting in a larger charge transfer than the DFT pre-
dicts. These differences could be alleviated by increasing the
hardness of the titanium or oxygen atoms within the QEq
model, while adjusting the electronegativity to keep the
minimum of the self-energy function constant.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Using three different models, we have examined the bind-
ing sites and mobility of small titanium oxide clusters ad-
sorbed onto the rutile 110 surface. Unconstrained geometry
optimizations were used to find a set of adsorption sites for
each of the small clusters studied: Ti, O, TiO, O2, and TiO2.
The nudged elastic band method was then used to obtain the
transition pathways between these adsorption sites giving
geometric and energetic descriptions of various diffusion
pathways.
Generally, the diffusion barriers for adsorbed clusters are
very high. This would indicate that impacting clusters, from
a magnetron sputtering process, for example, would require
very high local temperatures and energies in order to diffuse
along a pristine surface. The exception to this is the O2 clus-
ter, which should be relatively mobile along the 001 direc-
tion even at room temperature. Additionally, none of the
cluster adsorption sites are “bulklike.” That is, in each mini-
mum energy configuration, none of the cluster atoms are near
their bulk positions. The exception to this is the adsorbed
oxygen atom, which has a higher energy adsorption site
nearly above a surface five-coordinated titanium atom.
Agreement between the QEq results and the ab initio re-
sults was generally quite good see Table I. The QEq model
matched the DFT results particularly well for the energetics
of adsorbed and interstitial Ti atoms. In this case, it not only
predicted the correct energetic ordering of the four systems
but also did a fairly good job at predicting their relative
energies. The QEq model accurately predicts that the two
upper hollow TiO adsorption sites are more energetically fa-
vorable than the two lower hollow adsorption sites; however,
the QEq inaccurately predicts that site TiO-II is more favor-
able than TiO-I and that TiO-IV is more favorable than TiO-
III. It can be concluded that the QEq model predicts that the
oxygen within this cluster is more repelled by the rutile sur-
face than the DFT calculations would indicate. The QEq did
predict the correct energetic ordering of the two TiO2 adclus-
ter systems. However, it underestimated the relative energet-
ics by about 65%, while the Matsui fixed-charge potential
was nearly exact with respect to the DFT calculations. Most
of the minimum energy configurations found using DFT
were also found using the QEq potential, with the exception
of the O-I site, and the sites involving the adsorbed O2 mol-
ecule. This suggests that a modification to the QEq model to
include an attractive O-O interaction is necessary to describe
surface processes. The resulting speed and accuracy would
allow molecular-dynamics simulations of sputtering includ-
ing individual deposition events and subsequent surface dif-
fusion and reactions.
The QEq transition barrier results also agree quite well
with the DFT results, with most of the QEq barriers lying
within 0.5 eV of the corresponding DFT barrier see Table
II. In general, the QEq tends to underestimate the transition
barriers more often than it overestimates them and by larger
amounts. The QEq model did underestimate the Ti interstitial
formation barriers by more than 1 eV, which would lead to a
prediction of excess Ti interstitial defects during MD simu-
lations at lower energies than expected by DFT. Although the
QEq model underestimated every TiO barrier except for two
of them, the largest deviation between the QEq and DFT
predictions was only 0.54 eV with most deviations less than
0.4 eV. The QEq model did not work as well for the TiO2
transition barriers, however. All of these barriers were under-
estimated, with three barriers being underestimated by more
than 1 eV. However, most of these barriers are so high that
the transitions are nearly inaccessible except at very high
temperatures. One point of concern, however, is that the QEq
potential underestimates the TiO2-I to TiO2-II and TiO2-II to
TiO2-IIa transitions by enough to effectively make them ac-
cessible at room temperature, whereas their DFT energy bar-
riers are both well over 1 eV. This means that more instances
of the TiO2-II configuration will be visible in any MD simu-
lations done using this QEq potential than with DFT-MD, for
example.
Bond, charge, and spin analysis using Bader’s atoms in
molecules approach indicates that the adsorbed O2 molecule
closely resembles the isolated O2 molecules in vacuum. A
similar analysis performed on the apparent “O2” unit found
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at the O-I adsorption site shows that this O2 unit is signifi-
cantly different from an isolated O2 molecule.
It would be expected in most growth processes that O2
dimers would be a prevalent activating species. Because of
the high diffusion barriers and hence the general immobility
of adsorbed and interstitial atoms and clusters, the indication
is that the surface growth would be dominated by the mobil-
ity of the O2 dimers over the surface.
Comparison of the QEq charges with those obtained
through a Bader analysis indicates that the QEq generally
overestimates charge transfer within rutile bulk, surfaces,
and adsorbed clusters. The higher the coordination of the
atom, the greater the overestimation tends to be. This indi-
cates that the hardness of the atoms is too small. Upward
adjustment of the QEq hardness, and simultaneous adjust-
ment of the electronegativity in order to keep the self-energy
function minimum constant, may result in better energetic
and transition barrier results from this method.
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